Moreover, H(b 1 ) is an ordinary closed subspace of H 2 .
For ' 2 H 1 , the Toeplitz operator T ' is a bounded operator on H(b) and H(b) with norm (in both cases) not exceeding k'k 1 Information about multipliers for the nonextreme case can be found in 5], 12], 14] and 16]. The main source for the extreme case is the paper of Lotto and Sarason 13] . The latter case is the subject of this paper, so we assume from now o n t h a t b is an extreme point o f B(H 1 ) unless the contrary is stated. Also, we exclude the trivial case b inner.
Since in our case the backward shift S is an invertible operator on H(b) ( 
A straightforward calculation shows that if we think of f as de ned on C n @D , then
Let us denote by M(b) and M(b) the algebras of multipliers of H(b) a n d H(b) respectively. The above conjugation has the important property that if m belongs to any of these algebras, then m belongs to the same algebra. In particular, m(z) and m(1=z) are in H 1 (for z 2 D ), which implies that m(z) = K (q)(z) + c must bebounded for all z 2 C n @D .
In other words, the algebras of multipliers are contained in the space
The space K 1 ( ) is closed under multiplication, and if f g 2 K 1 ( ) then (f g ) = f g . Moreover, if m = K (q) + c 2 K 1 ( ), the norm kmk K 1 ( ) = sup z2CnD jm(z)j + kqk L 2 ( ) makes K 1 ( ) a -Banach algebra. Summing up, we have the following string of inclusions 2. Some special functions in K 1 ( ).
One of the main problems when studying the algebras of multipliers is the lack of examples, in particular, the di culty to exhibit nonconstant elements of K 1 ( ). The next theorem will allow us to construct functions m = K (q) + c in K 1 ( ), where r = jq j has a preestablished behaviour. We need two lemmas. If f and g are functions de ned almost everywhere in @D , and f takes the the value zero whenever g does (except for a null set), the quotient f = g makes sense and it is nite almost everywhere with the convention 0=0 = 0 . Most of the time it will beconvenient to think of K (f) as its (inner) 
The same argument works for . ; ' (') A simple computation shows that the Hilbert transform of (; k ; k ) is log(j + k j=j + k j), and this function is positive for > 0. Thus, for > 0 we have
In particular, (6) holds for k < < k . Besides, if k < < k ,
;1
, and consequently
Therefore,
Now (6) and (7) 
Therefore (9), (10), (11) and (12) if js(e i )j > n 1=2 (e i ) : Since s 2 n = n 2 , m n = e s n +is n is in M 1 (b). Clearly s n !s in L 2 , so by the continuity in L 2 of the harmonic conjugation, alsos n !s in L 2 .
Taking a suitable subsequence, we can assume that s n (e i )!s(e i ) a n d s n (e i )!s(e i ) for almost every e i 2 @D .
By Theorem 2.3, m = K (q) + c with q = e is (e s ; e ;s )= and c 2 C and m n = K (q n ) + c n with q n = e is n (e s n ; e ;s n )= and c n 2 C . Hence, m n !m, q n !q and (m n ) = m ;1 n !m ;1 = m almost everywhere. Theorem 2.3 also shows that jq n j 2 e ks n k js n j 2 e ksk jsj e ksk jqj: Thus jq ; q n j C jqj for all n 1, where C > 0. Since j(1 ; u(0)) ;1 (1 ; u(0)u)j is bounded from below by a positive constant, we obtain that (1 ; u) ; Obviously 4) implies 1). To prove the equivalence between 3) and 5), write j = k j k. Then 
The is one-to-one (from H 2 into H 2 ). 
The idea of the example in Remark 7.6 will beexploited more in the sequel. For expository reasons, it will be convenient to prove the next lemma in C + = fz = x + iy 2 C : y > 0g. Of course, the result also holds in the disc (with obvious translation).
Lemma 7.8. Let ( k ) be a s e quence o f r eal numbers such that k 6 = j if k 6 = j and lim k = , w i t h 6 = k for all k. Let (! k ) be a s e quence i n @D and (" k ) be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers that tends to zero. Then there exists an interpolating Blaschke product B, c ontinuous on the closure of C + except in z = , such that jB( k ) ; ! k j < " k for all k .
Proof. We can assume " k < 1 for all k. jB k ( k ) ; ! k j < " k 2 and (2') jB k ( j ) ; ! j j < " j 2 j + " j+1 2 j+1 + + " k 2 k for all j < k :
For j < k the fact that (" n ) is a decreasing sequence implies (14) jB k ( j ) ; ! j j < Simple estimations show that jz k ; z j j=jz k ; z j j > 1=3 for k 6 = j.
Since Im z k r k < C 2 ;k for some C > 0, it is clear that B(z) is an interpolating Blaschke product (see 9, VII]). It is well known that the set of continuity on C + of a Blaschke product coincides with the complement o f the limit set of its zeros in R. Then B is continuous on C + n f g and by (14) , jB( k ) ; ! k j < " k for all k 1 .
Theorem 7.9. The following conditions are equivalent.
3) There is a constant > 0 such that (e i ) E (e i ) almost everywhere with respect to d . 
The rst summand is smaller than " k because z 2 I k and the second because z 2 E k . Then, for almost every z 2 Notice that the above result also holds for b nonextreme. We k eep assuming that b is not an inner function. 
. It will therefore be enough to prove that there is an integer n such that M(b 2 n ) = M(b 2 n ). Since the argument of b is continuous on the compact set F = fz : jzj 1 jb(z)j = 1 g, there is some negative i n teger n such that the argument o f b 2 n (z) lives in (; =4 = 4) for z 2 F. The continuity of b 2 n implies that for 2 @D with Re < 0, (17) j1 ; b 2 n (z)j > 0 for all z jzj 1 : Therefore j1; b 2 n (e i )j ;1 2 L 2 , a n d Corollary 9.2 implies that b is absolutely continuous, say d b = d = 2 . Also, if = 1 ; j b 2 n j 2 , condition (17) implies that the spaces K 1=2 (L 2 ( E )) and K 1=2 (L 2 ( E ))
